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Vertical Impact Trimmer (VIT)
General Description
This manual is for the Vertical IMPACT Trimmer manufactured by Uniloy. The IMPACT Trimmer is
used to remove the flash from the blowmolded plastic bottles and parts after they leave the blow molding
machine.
The Vertical Impact Trimmer is designed for low to medium volume production, and removes flash from
containers while they are in a vertical orientation. The flash is removed by a punching action of the trim
platen against the bottle and nest platen. The support of the nest platen prevents the bottle from being
damaged or disfigured during the punching process. Flash is removed from the trimming area by a series
of air nozzles.
Note: Some features are optional and may not be configured on all machines.

Vertical IMPACT Trimmer
Detailed information about machine dimensions and layout can be found in the Vertical Impact Trimmer
specification sheet included with the documentation package.
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Safety
This section is intended to provide safety information specific to the Vertical Impact Trimmer. The information herein is a supplement to the general safety precautions found in the beginning of your Uniloy
user’s manual. You must read and understand all general safety precautions as well as the safety information found in this section prior to operating the Vertical Impact Trimmer.
Note: If the Vertical Impact Trimmer was purchased as a standalone machine, the general safety
information will be included with the documentation package.

! WARNING
All machines must be operated with the prescribed safety devices (guards,
interlocks, signs) properly positioned and in good working order, as originally
designed and installed.
The absence of these safety devices from a machine that appears in any of our
manuals, training programs, or sales media occurs for display purposes only.

! WARNING
You must read and understand these precautions completely before operating,
setting up, running, or performing maintenance on the machine. Failure to
follow this instruction may result in serious personal injury and/or machine
damage.
These safety precautions are to be used as a guide to supplement the following:
• All other information pertaining to the machine.
• Local, plant and shop safety rules and codes.
• Federal and state safety laws and regulations.
Note: Emphasis is placed on the latest edition of the Occupational Safety and Health Standards, which
is available from the Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. These standards (found in Part
1910, Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations) contain the current, general industry
occupational safety and health regulations set forth by federal legislation. Also applicable are
standards available from the American National Standards Institute. For example, A.N.S.I. B
151.15 is the Safety Standard for extrusion blow molding machines.
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General Vertical Impact Trimmer Safety
These general safety practices must be followed when using or maintaining the trimmer:
• Never remove or alter safety guards and covers.
• Never reach under guards or through the openings where the containers enter or exit the trimmer.
• Stop the machine and turn off power before clearing jams or flash from the trimmer.
• Jams should be cleared with a wooden stick or other similar object.
• For any adjustments to the trim tooling or platens, power and pneumatics must be locked/tagged
out.

Power/Energy Isolation Devices
Electrical
Electrical power to the machine can be locked/tagged out at the main electrical disconnect located
on the blow molding machine.
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Pneumatic / Air
The pneumatics for the trimmer can be locked out at the main pneumatic valve. The valve is
located next to the electrical control cabinet. Push in the red handle to lock the device, pull out to
unlock. Before servicing the trimmer, the pneumatics must be locked/tagged out.

Pneumatic
Lockout

Pneumatic Lockout

Emergency Stop Buttons
There are two Emergency Stop buttons on the trimmer: one on the electrical/control panel, and one on
the top of the machine on the upstream end. Pressing these buttons will stop the trimmer and the blow
molder. All operators working near the trimmer must be familiar with the location of the emergency
stop buttons.
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The emergency stop buttons should be used any time a dangerous or potentially dangerous situation is
seen. To reset the emergency stop buttons, push in and turn.

Control
Station

Upstream
End

Emergency Stop Button Locations

! WARNING
All operators working with the trimmer must be familiar with the emergency stop
button locations.

Safety Inspections
Prior to each operating shift, inspect the trimmer to ensure that all safety equipment is working properly.
• Ensure all safety guards, covers, and plexiglass are in place.
• Check that the safety door latches are operating properly and the switches have not been tampered with.
• Inspect the moving surfaces such as the piston rods and platen tie bars for unusual wear or damage that may cause binding or erratic operation.
• Check for leaks in the pneumatic system.
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Installation
Receiving the Machine
Pre-Receiving Checklist
The following items should be completed before the machine arrives at the designated location.
Review this list any time the machine is relocated. This will minimize the amount of down time
involved.

Pre-Shipment Check List
Date:
Verify that the floor below the trimmer is strong enough to support the
machine.
Make sure arrangements are made for the machine unloading.
Clear the floor space designated for the machine.
Prepare the designated floor space for machine installation.
Verify all necessary utilities are available at the machine installation site.

Checked
by:

Shipping and Receiving Considerations
Allow sufficient entry to the building to accommodate the machine.
It is recommended that a competent machinery mover be employed in the moving, placement,
leveling, and lagging of the equipment.
! CAUTION
Uniloy machines are shipped covered but are not prepared for outdoor
storage upon arrival.

Receiving Inspection
Upon delivery, visually inspect the machine for possible shipping damage. If damage is evident,
have the carrier note the condition before the shipping receipt is signed. It is important to obtain
proper notification from the carrier concerning any damage or loss, since shipping terms are
F.O.B. shipping point. Obtain the packing list from the carrier and check the list against the shipment. Be careful not to throw away any small parts with the packing.
If the machine is damaged or parts are missing:
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• Inform the carrier.
• Inform your Uniloy contact.
• File a claim with the carrier, listing missing and/or damaged parts.
• Inform the Uniloy Service Department of the missing or damaged parts.
The Uniloy Service Department will take immediate steps to minimize delays in your machine
start up.
! CAUTION
Do not remove any blocking or fasteners from the machine until it is set in its
permanent location. Failure to follow this instruction may result in machine
damage.

Choosing the Machine Location
A minimum of three feet must be allowed around the machine to provide access for servicing.
Refer to the General Assembly drawings shipped with the machine.
The foundation must comply with applicable local codes, regarding the load per square inch rating necessary to support the machine. Consult the local building contractor, or foundation consultant.
Additional space requirements to be considered are:
a. Positioning the machine so that hoses, cables, and/or other machine components do not
extend into traffic areas.
b. Making provisions for connecting air, water, and electrics.
! WARNING
Verify that the machine is positioned so that hoses on the machine do not extend
into any area where they may be damaged or interfere with traffic. Failure to
follow this instruction may result in serious personal injury and/or machine
damage.
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Lifting Guidelines
It is strongly recommended to employ a rigger who has experience installing this particular type
of equipment. In addition, the following guidelines must be observed when lifting the machine.
! WARNING
Failure to heed the following guidelines may result in serious personal injury
and/or machine damage.
a. Verify that the slings used are rated for safe lifting - well above the machine weight. (The
term ‘sling’ as used in this section refers equally to slings and chains.) The actual weight
capacity of any sling is affected by the angle between the sling and the load it is lifting. This
factor must be taken into account when determining whether or not a sling can lift a certain
load. Always keep the sling-to-load angle as close to 90° as possible, even if additional
slings are necessary. The following illustration indicates how the lifting capacity of a sling is
decreased as the sling-to-load angle decreases.

Sling Capacity Chart
b. Do not shorten the slings with knots, bolts, or any other unapproved methods.
c. Never use a damaged sling.
d. Correct kinks and twists in the slings before lifting.
e. Verify that the sling is securely attached to the load.
f. Pad any sharp corners with material of sufficient strength to withstand the load and to also
protect the sling.
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g. Attach the slings to the center of the lifting hook. Do not lift any load by attaching the slings
to the point of the lifting hook.
h. Verify that the load is free to move before attempting to lift it. Also, verify that there is a
clear spot for depositing the load before lifting it.
i. Avoid shock loading the slings, especially when working at temperatures below 40°F
(4.4°C).
j. Never place your hands or fingers between the sling and the load.
k. Never place any part of your body under a suspended load. Also, never place a suspended
load over any part of another person’s body.

Lifting the Machine
The Vertical Impact Trimmer arrives is usually placed on a skid for shipment. While still strapped
to the skid, the trimmer can be moved using industrial skid handling equipment. The machine can
be removed from the skid with slings and a hoist, or it can be moved into the approximate position
while still on the skid and then lifted into final position and placed onto the floor.
To lift via cranes/hoists:
a. Use four lifting straps rated for the weight of the trimmer.
b. Attach a strap at each end of the two upper platen tie bars. The strap must be as close to the
stationary platens (away from the center line) as possible for maximum stability.
c. Adjust the lengths of the chains/straps so the machine is balanced. The end of the machine
with the electrical cabinet will be the heavier end.
d. Lift the machine.
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Four Straps

Lift
Points

Lift
Points

Vertical Impact Trimmer Lift Points

Final Positioning of the Machine
The location of the equipment has been indicated in the machine line layout supplied with your
Uniloy machine.
The trimmer is placed at or below the blowmold machine in accordance with the layout. The
location depends on the method for removal of the containers from the blowmold machine and
delivery to the trimmer.
Position the machine directly on the floor, so the floor supports all areas of the machine, or position the machine on machine mounts if desired. Place a square steel plate under each leveling
screw for load distribution.

Vertical Impact Trimmer - 10
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Unpack and Remove Shipping Restraints
To prevent machine damage due to rust or movement of components, a number of preventive
measures are taken before the machine ships. Components are blocked to prevent movement, a
rust inhibitor is applied to many machined surfaces, and bubble wrap is used to protect some other
surfaces. The following must be removed from the machine prior to machine start up:
a. Remove all shipping straps and blocking from the machine.
b. Remove all bubble wrap from the machine.
c. Remove the rust inhibitor from all affected surfaces, including tooling surfaces and tie bars.
This should be done with a mild cleaner. Do not use any harsh cleaners or solvents. (The
additional information below regarding the removal of the rust inhibitor also appears in the
Installation Check List section.)
To clean the rust inhibitor from the machine, a number of organic and inorganic chemicals
may be used. Each chemical requires unique precautions in terms of usage, handling, ventilation, etc. After determining which chemical to use, refer to the Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS) for that product to determine what precautions are necessary. For instance, one substance that may be used is Stoddard Solvent (Kwik Dri 66). The MSDS for that chemical is
included in the MSDS package that was shipped with this manual. Some of the precautions
listed for Stoddard Solvent include using wear resistant gloves (such as nitrile rubber), wearing splash goggles or other safety glasses, and wearing clothing and boots that are impervious
to the chemical. Also, when Stoddard Solvent is atomized (sprayed), additional respiratory
precautions must be taken. It is generally better to wipe the solvent onto the machine than
spraying it. If there are any questions concerning the safe removal of the rust inhibitor, contact the company safety representative or contact the supplier of the chemical being used.
Note: If the machine is to remain idle for a long period of time, clean only the surfaces
necessary for leveling.
Note: Do not wash any bearings, bushings, or way guides with solvents or cleaners.
d. Dry parts using clean lint-free cloths.
e. Apply a thin layer of machine oil to all exposed, unpainted parts.

Leveling the Trimmer
The main body of the Vertical Impact Trimmer must be level to ensure proper operation. Leveling of the trimmer is accomplished by adjusting the four “main” leveling feet in the central portion of the machine. For front to back leveling, place the level on one of the platen tie bars. For
side to side leveling, place a level across one of the stationary platens.
Once the main body of the trimmer is level, the outlying feet should be brought into compliance.
Note: The main body of the trimmer must be at a height compatible with the conveyor and/
or molding machine.
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Level front-to-back
on tie bar

Level side-to-side
across stationary platen

Leveling the Trimmer

Utility Connections
Electrical Connection
The electrical power for the trimmers is received from the blowmold electrical cabinet via a
external circuit plug/outlet located at the front of the blow mold machine. The power is run
into the trimmer electrical cabinet and connected to the trimmer disconnect directly from the
blowmolder or by way of the cooling bed.
Electrical work can only be performed by a qualified electrician.
Note: See electrical schematic for proper connection of power feed.
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Pneumatic Connection
The pneumatic supply connection is made at the trimmer inlet port located near the bottom of
the trimmer near the electrical service cables.
Note: See the trimmer pneumatic schematic for input connections and locations.

Controls
The IMPACT Trimmer is controlled by a control station located on the main machine cabinet. Daily production operation of the machine is accomplished via the manual buttons and switches on the control station. The B&R control panel is used for monitoring the trimmer, as well as fine-tuning trimmer settings.
It is primarily used for maintenance, troubleshooting, and when setting up for a new product.

Operator Control Station
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Operating Controls
The Control Station provides the manual controls that are used in the daily operation of the machine.

Cycle Start

Cycle Stop

Trimmer Jog

Bottle Blow Off

Emergency Stop

Operating Controls
Button
Emergency Stop
Safety Reset

Cycle Start
Cycle Stop
Bottle Blow Off
Switch

Function
Immediately stops trimmer in an emergency condition by removing the
control power to the trimmer.
After a safety fault condition, the safety reset button will light. After the
safety fault is resolved, the button must be pressed to reset the system and
resume operation.
Places the trimmer in a ready-to-operate status. The cycling of the
trimmer is controlled by a signal from the blowmolder.
Places the trimmer in a standby mode.
When in the “on” position (turned clockwise), all bottles will be diverted
off of the production line. When in the “off” position (turned
counterclockwise), bottles will continue from the trimmer and into the
leak detector or other downstream equipment.
Bottle Blow Off is often used to divert bottles while the blowmolder is
warming up or being adjusted prior to starting a production run.
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B&R Control Panel
The B&R Control Panel is used for monitoring the trimmer and for fine tuning the trimmer based on
the product being manufactured.

B&R Control Panel
Because of the pneumatic design of the trimmer, most settings are time-based and control when various portions of the trimmer move and when certain air valves open. These settings are found in the
Timers1 and Timers2 screens.
Use the numeric keypad to edit or enter any numerical settings.

Numeric Keypad
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Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the desired location within the screen.

Arrow Keys
The keys below the screen are used to navigate between screens and to perform advanced functions.
Key

Function
Backspace; deletes text behind cursor.

Page up; moves between control screens.

Steps back to the previous screen.

Page down; moves between control screens.

Changes a numerical value from negative to positive.

The F keys are used to perform special functions as shown on the screen.

Editing Setpoints
To edit the trimmer setpoints:
a. Press the Page Down key to navigate to the Timers1 or Timers2 screen.
b. Use the arrows to move the cursor to the setting that you would like to edit.
c. Key in the new setting.

Vertical Impact Trimmer - 16
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d. Press the Enter key to enter the setpoint into the controller.
e. Use Page Up or Page Down to scroll to the next screen, or use the Step Back key to return to
the main page.

Control Screens
This section shows each screen with a description of how it is used.

Home Page

Home Page
The home page provides an overview of the trimmer production history.
To reset the counters press the F1 key.
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Timers 1

Timers 1 Screen
The Timers 1 screen stores the timing setpoints for the trimmer. These settings are used to adjust
the timing of the platen movement, the flash blow times, and the exit jam detector.
Setpoint
Init Trimmer
Dly

Nest Platen
Ext Tmr

Trim Platen
Ext Dly

Description
Initial Trimmer Delay. The amount of time before the trimmer cycle begins
once a signal is received from the blowmolder that its cycle is complete.
The initial trimmer delay prevents the conveyor from indexing until the
bottles are stabilized on the conveyor and/or the swing arm is clear.
Nest Platen Extension Timer. The amount of time that the nest platen
remains extended after it is activated. The extension time must be
sufficient to allow the trim platen to extend and retract, plus a small amount
of extra time for the flash blower to clear flash that may interfere with the
nest platen retraction.
Trim Platen Extension Delay. The amount of time before the trim platen
cylinder activates after a signal is received that the bottles are in position.
This delay allows the nest platen to settle into position against the bottles
before the trim platen extends. The trim platen extends and then retracts
without interruption; there is no extension time setting for the trim platen.
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Setpoint
Flash Blow
Dly

Description
Flash Blow Delay. The delay after the bottles are in position to when the
flash blow valves open. The delay should turn on the flash blow at
approximately the same time that the trim platen punches the flash from the
bottles.
Flash Blow
Flash Blow Timer. The amount of time that the flash blow valve remains
Tmr
open per cycle.
Exit Jam Tmr Exit Jam Timer. This timer adjusts the amount of time allowed for each
bottle to pass the exit chute sensor before an Exit Bottle Jam alarm initiates.

Timers 2

Timers 2 Screen
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The Timers 2 screen stores additional detailed timing setpoints for the trimmer. These settings are
used to make advanced adjustments to the trimmer and to optional equipment.
Setpoint
Bottle Exit
(1, 2, 3, 4)
Delay

Bottle Exit
(1, 2, 3, 4)
Dur
Leak Detect
Dly
Platen Jam
Tmr

Tail Flash
Pres Tmr

Description
Bottle Exit Delay. There is a separate bottle exit delay setting for each bottle
blow nozzle. The number of bottle blow nozzles depends on the number of
bottle positions on the trimmer. The bottle exit delay is the amount of time
before the bottle blow nozzle fires to blow a bottle off the line. Adjust each
bottle exit delay to minimize jamming in the exit chute when multiple
bottles are blown off in the same cycle.
Bottle Exit Duration. Each bottle blow nozzle has a separate bottle exit
duration setting. The number of bottle blow nozzles depends on the number
of bottle positions on the trimmer. The bottle exit duration is the time that
the bottle blow nozzle remains activated in order to blow off a bottle.
Leak Detector Delay. The amount of time after the trim cycle begins before
the leak detector begins its cycle.
Platen Jam Timer. The amount of time that the platen is in a partially
extended state before the Platen Jam alarm activates and shuts down the
trimmer. The timer compares the time that the nest and trim platen cylinders
leave the rest position and before they reach a fully extended position. The
timer must allow sufficient time for the cylinders to extend during normal
operation without generating a Platen Jam alarm. However, the timer must
not be set excessively high so as to allow the trimmer to shut down quickly
if a jam occurs.
Tail Flash Presence Timer. If equipped with a tail flash sensor, the amount
of time that the sensor sees a tail flash obstruction before a bad bottle alarm
is activated.

! WARNING
The Platen Jam Timer must be set at a threshold just above normal operating
conditions. This will allow the trimmer to shut down quickly should any part of
an operator’s body become trapped between the moving platens. Any time the
trim tooling is changed and/or the platen tie bar shaft collars are adjusted, the
Platen Jam Timer must be adjusted so as to provide rapid jam detection. Failure
to adjust this timer may result in serious personal injury and/or machine
damage.

Vertical Impact Trimmer - 20
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Alarms

Alarms Screen
The alarms screen displays any alarm conditions present in the machine. When multiple alarms
occur simultaneously, the alarms may be shown on more than one page of the screen. Use the left
and right arrow keys to navigate up and down through the pages.
To acknowledge the alarms, press F1.
Alarm
Gate 1 Not Closed
Gate 2 Not Closed
Gate 3 Not Closed

Description
Safety Gate 1 is open or ajar.
Safety Gate 2 is open or ajar.
Safety Gate 3 is open or ajar.

Safety Not Reset

Exit Bottle Jam
Incoming Bottle Jam

The safety reset button has not been pressed. This button must be
pressed after a machine shutdown to indicate the issue has been
corrected and operators are clear of the machine.
There is a jam in the bottle blow off chute.
Incoming bottle sensors indicate an upstream jam.

Trim Platen Not
Opened
Nest Platen Not
Opened

Trim platen is not able to return to the home position after pneumatics
are activated at startup.
Nest platen is not able to return to the home position after pneumatics
are activated at startup.
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Alarm
Bad Bottle (1, 2, 3, 4)
Detected
Platen Jam

Description
Bottle in position 1, 2, 3, or 4 is defective. The number of bad bottle
detection alarms will depend on the number of bottle positions on the
trimmer.
One or both of the platens is stuck between the home and the fully
extended position during production. This alarm occurs during
production if the platen leaves the home position but does not reach
the fully extended position in a specified amount of time.

Inputs 1

Inputs 1 Screen
The input screens show the control inputs, with an indicator that show whether they are in the true
or false state. Each input corresponds to a trimmer sensor, switch, or signal from the blowmolder.
Note: The below inputs are commonly used inputs. Some machines may have extra inputs.
Some inputs and sensors are optional and are not available on all machines.
Input
Cyc Strt PB
Cyc Stp PB
Safety Rst

Description
Cycle start pushbutton on the control panel.
Cycle stop pushbutton on the control panel.
Safety reset pushbutton on the control panel.
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Input
Save Bot SS
Trim Ext’d
Trim Ret’d
Nest Ret’d
Nest Ext’d
OK To Trim
Tail Pres
Chute Jam
EE Safety
Gate 1 Clsd
Gate 2 Clsd
Gate 3 Clsd

Description
Bottle Blow Off selector switch on the control panel.
Trim platen extended position magnetic switch.
Trim platen returned position magnetic switch.
Nest platen returned position magnetic switch.
Nest platen extended position magnetic switch.
Signal from the blow molder that molding cycle is complete.
Tail presence optic sensor.
Bottle exit jam optic sensor.
Safety Reset is reset and ready.
Safety Gate 1 latch magnetic sensor.
Safety Gate 2 latch magnetic sensor.
Safety Gate 3 latch magnetic sensor.

Inputs 2

Inputs 2 Screen
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The input screens show the control inputs, with an indicator that show whether they are in the true
or false state. Each input corresponds to a trimmer sensor, switch, or signal from the blowmolder.
Note: The below inputs are commonly used inputs. Some machines may have extra inputs.
Some inputs and sensors are optional and are not available on all machines.
Input
Bad Bot (1, 2, 3, 4)

VIT Slwdwn
Bottle In Pos

Description
Defective bottle signal from the leak detector. The number of bad
bottles inputs will depend on the number of bottle positions on the
trimmer.
Conveyor slow down position prox switch.
Bottle in position to trim prox switch.

Flash Det (1, 2, 3, 4) Optosensor for each bottle position on the trimmer to detect flash not
removed by the trimmer.

Outputs 1

Outputs 1 Screen

Vertical Impact Trimmer - 24
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The output screens show the control outputs, with an indicator that show whether they are in the
true or false state. Each output corresponds to a light, horn, motor, solenoid, signal, or other output.
Note: The below outputs are commonly used outputs. Some machines may have extra
outputs. Some outputs and output devices are optional and are not available on all
machines.
Output
Auto Cyc Lt
Safety Rst
Alarm LT
Alarm Horn
Spare
Ini Leak Det
Trimr Cyc’d
Trimr Ready
Airveyor
VIT Fast
VIT Slow
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Description
Auto cycle switch lamp.
Safety reset switch lamp.
Safety alarm light on top of control cabinet.
Safety alarm buzzer.
Spare output.
Initiate leak detector signal; sent to leak detector to start leak detection cycle.
Trimmer cycled signal; sent to blowmolder or other optional equipment.
Trimmer ready signal; sent to blowmolder or other optional equipment.
Airveyor or conveyor to carry away scrap from trimmer.
Signal to run conveyor at speed.
Signal to run conveyor at a slower speed.
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Outputs 2

Outputs 2 Screen
The output screens show the control outputs, with an indicator that show whether they are in the
true or false state. Each output corresponds to a light, horn, motor, solenoid, signal, or other output.
Note: The below outputs are commonly used outputs. Some machines may have extra
outputs. Some outputs and output devices are optional and are not available on all
machines.
Output
Air On
Nest Ret Sol
Nest Ext Sol
Trim Ret Sol
Trim Ext Sol
Flash Blow
Btle (1, 2, 3, 4)
Blow

Description
Main pneumatic system valve/solenoid.
Nest platen retract solenoid.
Nest platen extend solenoid.
Trim platen retract solenoid.
Trim platen extend solenoid.
Flash blow off air valve/solenoid.
Bottle blow off air valve/solenoids. The number of outputs will depend on
the number of bottle positions on the trimmer.
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Misc

Misc Screen
The Misc screen contains miscellaneous control options and information.
Item
Indexes Per
Cycle
Leak Det
Cycle Voids
Setup Mode
Clp Disable
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Description
The number of times the trimmer must index per one cycle of the blow molder.
The number of indexes between the leak detector position and the bottle blow
off position. For example, if the leak detector is the next index after the bottle
blow off position, the Leak Det Cycle Voids would be set to “0”.
This function is a special setup mode that stops the trimmer clamps from cycling
when set to “1”. It is used similarly to the Bottle Blow Off switch. This allows
the blow molder to run and clear the bottles without running them through the
trimmer clamp.
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Operation
Overview of Operation Sequence (Typical)
This sequence of operation describes one complete cycle of molded parts or containers being transported from the blowmold machine through the trimmer.
a. The molded containers are removed from the blowmold machine by the swing arms and delivered to the paddle conveyor or directly loaded to the trimmer.
b. The blow molder sends a signal to the trimmer that the blowmolding cycle is complete.
c. The trimmer indexes the conveyor chain forward, moving it a specified distance that positions
the containers in front of the trim tooling.
d. The nest platen extends to nest against the bottles.
e. The trim platen and tooling extends and knocks the flash from the bottles.
f. The flash blow-off system blows the flash away from the platens and into the scrap handling
system.
g. The platens return home, releasing the bottles.
h. The conveyor indexes forward, if necessary, to trim the remaining bottles in the blow molding
cycle. Steps ‘d’ - ‘g’repeat.
i. If equipped, the containers continue into a leak detector, which pressurizes the containers with
air to test for leaks. (For a detailed description of the leak detector, refer to the manufacturer’s
literature.) If the containers pass the test, they continue to the customer’s handling device. If the
containers do not pass the leak detector test they are transferred to a reject area.
j. The trimmer blows off unwanted bottles or pushes the bottles off the trimmer conveyor onto the
customer’s handling device.

Pre-Startup Checks
! WARNING
Ensure proper operation of all safety doors and interlocks. Do not defeat their
purpose by attempting to override them. Keep all fixed guards secured and in
place. Maintenance and operating personnel must always check for proper
operation of these devices prior to operating the machine. Under no
circumstances should they ever be removed, bypassed, or modified. Failure to
follow these instructions may result in serious personal injury and/or machine
damage.
Perform the following tasks before starting or cycling the machine:
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• Make sure the trimmer has been properly installed according to the instructions in the Machine
Installation section.
• Make sure all guards and doors are closed and secured.
• Turn the machine's main power disconnect switch to the ON position.

Operation Safety
Pinch Points
Keep hands free of moving parts and pinch points. The platens, conveyor, and openings where
bottles enter into the trimmer are all potential pinch points. Use extreme caution when working in
or around these areas.

Guarding System
Ensure proper operation of all safety doors and interlocks. Do not defeat their purpose by
attempting to override them. Keep all fixed guards secured in place. Maintenance and operating
personnel must always check for proper operation of these devices prior to operating the machine.
Under no circumstances should they ever be removed, bypassed, or modified.
To check the trimmer interlock safety doors at the beginning of each shift the operator should
close all of the safety doors around the trimmer with the power ON (the trimmer reset amber light
ON) and the trimmer in operation. Lift or slide the first door and check to see if the amber reset
warning light beside the control panel goes off and the trimmer stops. Then close the door and
push the reset button. The amber light should turn ON and the trimmer should begin to operate.
Repeat this procedure for each of the trimmer safety doors. If any safety door interlock is not
working properly, first check the door’s limit switch and replace it if it does not de-energize the
control circuit when the door is open. If the power ON light remains on when the safety door is
open, check the control circuit to see if it has been shorted or bypassed with a jump wire at the
control panel. Also, check the safety interlock switch to see if it has been bypassed or defeated.
This guarding system must be maintained and checked on a daily basis.

Placing the Machine into Operation
Use the following steps to place the machine into operation.
a. Move the trimmer power disconnect switch to the on position.
b. Ensure all safety guards are in place and all debris is clear of the trimmer.
c. Press the Cycle Start button.
The trimmer is ready to operate, and will start cycling when a signal is received from the upstream
equipment.
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Diverting Bottles
To divert bottles during machine startup or while making adjustments to the production run, turn the
Bottle Blow Off switch clockwise. Bottles will be blown off the line and into the scrap system.
Return the switch to the counter clockwise position to allow bottles to continue downstream.

Clearing Obstructions in the Trimmer
If there is an obstruction in the trimmer, open the safety doors, make sure the trimmer stops and the
amber reset button/light comes on. Use a plastic or wood stick (or other safe tool) to clear the jam.
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Maintenance
Routine preventive maintenance on the trimmers, as with all machinery, is absolutely imperative for longevity, efficiency, and safety. Many warranty claims are a result of improper or non existent maintenance. It is recommended that maintenance logs be developed and used for routine maintenance as well
as unscheduled down time. Regular maintenance will help improve efficiency.
It is recommended that prior to each shift the operator inspects, cleans and removes bottles, parts or flash
that may have been left or stuck in the trimmer mechanism during the last shift. All the safety interlocks
must be checked at the start of each shift to ensure they are in safe operating condition.
The operator should inspect the entire trimming unit on a daily basis to assure that all components and
assemblies are in good working order. Check for fluid leaks, air leaks, dirt or debris, and worn parts. The
operator should then visually inspect the trim tooling and conveyor for damage or abnormal wear.

Guarding System
For safety, the Vertical IMPACT Trimmer is enclosed in a system of fixed polycarbonate panels and
access doors. The access doors have safety interlock switches that will cause the machine to stop if
any door is opened while the machine is running. The system must be reset at the control panel.
Check the interlock safety doors at the beginning of each shift. If any safety door interlock is not
working properly, check the door’s limit switch to make sure it is working. If the power ON light
remains on when the safety door is open, check the control circuit to see if it has been shorted or
bypassed with a jump wire at the control panel. Also, check the safety interlock switch to see if it has
been bypassed or defeated.
Note: This guarding system must be maintained and checked on a daily basis.

! WARNING
Ensure proper operation of all safety doors and interlocks. Do not defeat their
purpose by attempting to override them. Keep all fixed guards secured and in
place. Maintenance and operating personnel must always check for proper
operation of these devices prior to operating the machine. Under no
circumstances should they ever be removed, bypassed, or modified. Failure to
follow these instructions may result in serious personal injury and/or machine
damage.
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Regular Lubrication
Due to the pneumatic design and the use of sealed bearings, there are no regular lubrication points or
fittings. Platen tie bars must be kept clean and free of dirt and debris to ensure maximum bearing life.
See the maintenance schedule for lubrication requirements. Piston rods must be kept clean and free
of dirt and debris to ensure maximum life of the cylinder seals.

Adjusting Trim Tooling
Trim tooling consists of the trim platen “trim steels” and nest platen “nest steel” with neck support.
Closing the trim and nest platens trims off flash around the edge of the container and handle areas
where applicable.
The overall trim and nest toolings can be adjusted vertically to ensure they match the height of the
incoming bottles. The individual trim steels can be adjusted horizontally. The neck support can be
adjusted to ensure proper alignment with and support of the bottles.
The trim and nest platens are movable while the trimmer is de-energized. This allows the platens to
be moved so that the alignment of the trim tooling is easily visible.
! WARNING
Turn off electrical power and lock out the electrical disconnect switch and the
pneumatic supply lockout. Check controls for no motion prior to servicing any
component inside the trimmer.
To adjust the trim tooling:
a. Lock/tag out trimmer.
b. Place a newly formed trimmed container (one that has not had time to shrink) in the trimmer
conveyor.
c. Manually move the container into position.
d. Manually close the nest and/or trim platens until they are adjacent to the containers.
e. Adjust the nest neck rest so that the container neck is supported.
f. Adjust the trim steels to within .040 of the container.
g. Adjust the handle trim steel as needed to properly align with the nest steel handle opening.
h. Ensure the area is safe. Remove the lock/tag out and turn on the electrical power.
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Trim tool height
adjustment

Trim steel
adjustments

Handle steel
adjustments

Neck support
adjustment

Overall nest
tool height
adjustment

Trimmer Tooling Adjustments
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Adjusting Nest Platen Returned Position
The nest platen returned position can be adjusted to provide the correct clearance for containers and
to minimize cycle time of the trimmer. The returned position is controlled mechanically by the platen
tie bar shaft collars (there are four of them). The returned position can be no greater than that allowed
by pneumatic cylinder, but it can be reduced via the shaft collars. The returned position sensors must
also be adjusted so the control can recognize when the nest platen has returned home.

Shaft Collar

Side View
Top View

Nest Platen Returned Position Sensors
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! WARNING
Turn off electrical power and lockout disconnect switch to the trimmer. Check
controls for no motion.
To adjust the nest platen returned position:
a. Lock/tag out trimmer.
b. Manually move the nest platen to the desired position.
c. Loosen the platen tie bar shaft collar screws.
d. Slide the shaft collar to the desired position.
e. Tighten the shaft collar screws.
! CAUTION
The four tie bar shaft collar positions must be precisely aligned and measured to
ensure the nest platen rests perpendicular to the tie bars.
f. Loosen the returned position sensor lock nut.
g. Adjust the returned position sensor so that it is aligned with the target on the nest platen.
h. Tighten the returned position sensor lock nut.
i. Ensure the area is safe. Remove the lock/tag out and turn on the electrical power.
j. Test the trimmer to ensure the platen returns to the desired location and the position sensor recognizes that the platen is in the returned position. If necessary, repeat the process or adjust the
position sensor.
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Nest and Trim Platen Extended Position Sensors
The extended positions of the trim and nest platens are always determined by the full extension point
of the cylinders. The nest and trim platen extended position sensors are used for the Platen Jam
alarm; a failure to reach the extended position indicates a jam or obstruction in the trimmer. The precise positioning of the sensors relative to the target will affect the sensitivity of the alarm. The position sensors are set from the factory in the desired position, and in most cases should not have to be
adjusted.
Side View
Top View

Trim Platen Extended Position Sensors
Side View
Top View

Nest Platen Extended Position Sensors
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! WARNING
Turn off electrical power and lockout disconnect switch to the trimmer. Check
controls for no motion.
To adjust the nest or trim platen extended position:
a. Lock/tag out trimmer.
b. Loosen the extended position sensor lock nut.
c. Move the extended position sensor to the desired position.
d. Tighten the extended position sensor lock nut.
e. Ensure the area is safe. Remove the lock/tag out and turn on the electrical power.
f. Test the trimmer to ensure the platens extend and are sensitive to the presence of a jam. If necessary, repeat the process until the sensors are correctly adjusted.
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Adjusting the Neck Flash Coolers
When producing containers of varying sizes, it will be necessary to adjust the neck flash coolers. The
coolers are air tubes located on the inlet side of the trimmer. The height should be adjusted to cool the
flash seam appropriately.
To adjust the height of the cooling tubes:
a. On the first tube, loosen both cooling tube support clamps (one on each end).
b. Raise or lower the cooling tube to the desired height.
c. Tighten the cooling tube support clamps.
d. Repeat steps ‘a’ - ‘c’for the other cooling tube.

Tube support
clamps

Neck flash cooling tubes
Neck Flash Cooling System
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Adjusting the Bottle-In-Position Sensors
The trimmer control indexes the paddle conveyor to advance the bottles to the correct position in the
trimmer. The indexing is controlled by two prox switches on the downstream side of the trimmer that
monitor targets on the conveyor chain. When the target on the conveyor chain passes in front of the
first sensor, the control initiates a slow down of the conveyor speed. The slowdown ensures that the
conveyor can be stopped at a precise and consistent position when in line with the second sensor.
Every two or four bottles (depending on the number of positions in the trimmer) the conveyor indexing will stop and the trimmer will begin its cycle. The bottle in position sensor (furthest downstream)
must be precisely adjusted to have the conveyor indexing stop at the correct position.
To adjust the sensors:
a. Loosen the two track clamp screws.
b. Slide the sensor to the desired position.
c. Tighten the two track clamp screws.
d. Test the trimmer by running bottles through the trimmer and seeing if they stop in the correct
position. If necessary, repeat the process until the bottles stop when they are aligned with the
trim tooling.
Clamp Screws

Bottle
Direction

Bottle In Position Prox Switch

Conveyor Slow Down Prox Switch

Bottle Position Sensors
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Conveyor Drive Maintenance
Motor clutch?

Electrical Maintenance
Typical electrical maintenance for the vertical impact trimmer is minimal. Optosensors or switches
may need to be replaced on occasion, contact Uniloy for service parts.

Changing the Control Panel Battery
The control manufacturer recommends changing the batteries every five years of operation.
Because the main electrical cabinet must be opened to change the battery, the trimmer must be
locked/tagged out before changing the battery.
To change the battery:
• Remove the electrical cabinet locking screws and open the cabinet.
• Discharge electrostatic charge from your body by touching a grounded surface OUTSIDE of
the electrical cabinet.
• Remove the cover from the lithium battery holder using an insulated screwdriver.
• Remove the battery from the holder by pulling the removal strip. If needed, tweezers may be
used, but they must be plastic or non-conductive.
• Insert the new battery, ensuring the correct polarity. The removal strip should be protruding
from the battery holder and the “+” side of the battery should be facing toward the cabinet
front panel.
• Wrap the removal strip around the battery and tuck it in so it does not interfere with the battery cover.
• Replace the battery cover.
• Close and secure the electrical cabinet.
Note: Lithium batteries are potentially hazardous and must be disposed of according to
local regulations.
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Maintenance Checklists
Daily Maintenance Checklist
Put your initials and date of maintenance in the box.
Daily Maintenance Checklist
Procedures
Safety guarding system: Inspect safety
interlocks.
Clean and remove any excess flash or
bottles in the trimmer.
Inspect for air leaks or worn parts.
Visually inspect the trim tooling and
conveyor for damage or abnormal
wear.

Week Of: _____/_____/_____
Sun
Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri

Sat

Weekly Maintenance Checklist
Put your initials and date of maintenance in the box.
Weekly Maintenance Checklist
Procedures
Clean any dirt or debris from the
platen tie bars and cylinder rods.
Drain condensation from the
pneumatic system on the leak
detector.

Week Of: _____/_____/_____
Sun
Mon
Tues Wed
Thurs Fri

Sat

Semi Annual Maintenance Checklist
Put your initials and date of maintenance in the box.
Semi Annual Maintenance Checklist
Procedures

1st Half

2nd Half

Apply a thin layer of No. 2 grease (P-64) to each tie bar.
Check conveyor and chain for wear.
Note: Uniloy suggests a maintenance log be kept by the users to help verify and troubleshoot any
long-term wear or maintenance issues.
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P-64 Lithium Base Extreme Pressure Grease
This specification covers a premium grade, lithium base, extreme pressure grease (N.L.G.I. No. 2). This
lubricant is intended for use in ball screws, slideway bearings, gear boxes, and in roller and ball bearing
applications subject to high unit loads.

Chemical and Physical Properties
Penetration Worked at 77°F
265 to 295
(60 strokes)
Penetration Worked at 77°F
15% maximum increase
(10,000 strokes)
Dropping Point
350°F minimum
Base Oil Viscosity
(SUS at 100°F)
500 to 1000
(Centistokes at 40°C)
93 - 187
Lithium Soap
8 minimum (typical)
(12 hydroxy stearate) %
Water
Traces
Oxidation Stability Test
8 maximum
(psi drop in 100 hours)
Timken EP Test (OK Load,
45 minimum
LB)
Thermal Stability Test (Results After Test)
Precipitate or Sludge
None
Condition of Steel Rod
Visual
1.5 maximum
Deposit
3.5 mg. maximum
Metal Removed
1.0 mg. maximum
Condition of Copper Rod
Visual
5 maximum
Deposit
6.0 mg. maximum
Metal Removed
5.0 mg. maximum

(ASTM D 217)
(ASTM D 217)
(ASTM D 566)
(ASTM D 2161)
(ASTM D 445)

(ASTM D 942)
(ASTM D 2161)

(CM Color Class)

(CM Color Class)

Filler
This grease must not contain fillers such as resin, resinous oils, soapstone, powdered mica, asbestos,
clay, or other types of grit.
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General Requirements
This lubricant must have all the general qualities and properties required to ensure its satisfactory performance as a lubricant when used under conditions consistent with good machine tool practice.

Supplier List
The following is a list of approved lubricants that meet the minimum requirements of this specification. No inference should be made that all products are of the same quality.
Supplier
BP Oil, International
Chevron Products Co.
CITGO Petroleum Corp.
D.A. Stuart, Inc.
Dow Corning Corp.
Engen Petroleum Limited
Hydrotex, Inc.
INA d.d. Maziva Zagreb
Mobil Oil Corp.

Shell Oil Co.
Sun Co., Inc.
The Valvoline Co.

Product Name
Energrease LC2
Energrease LS-EP2
Chevron Dura-Lith(R) Grease NLGI 2
CITGO Premium Lithium EP2
Grease 52
BG 20*
Molykote G-4700*
Genlite Ep 22
LC-65 Hyplex Grease
INA-LIS EP2
Mobilith AW 2
Mobilith SHC 220*
Mobilux EP 2
Mobilgrease HP
Mobilgrease FM 102*
Alvania EP Grease 2
Ultra Prestige 2EP
Energrease LS-EP2
Energrease LS-EP2 Red Tack

*This food grade or synthetic product is approved for use in Milacron equipment only in the sense
that it meets the requirements of the 'P' specification. Not all equipment manufactured by Milacron
has been designed to operate using synthetic products. Therefore, consult Milacron before using this
item. Also, it is strongly recommended that synthetic products not be mixed with conventional products, since they may not be compatible. Milacron does not certify the properties of any product listed.
Contact the supplier for certification of properties.
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Troubleshooting
Use the following troubleshooting tables. See Safety Instructions before starting troubleshooting work.
Symptom/Problem
No power to trimmer

Power to trimmer but
trimmer will not run

Possible Cause
Main breaker Off at machine
External circuit Off at machine
Trimmer power is Off on electrical
cabinet
Fuse in machine main panel blown
Interconnections between cooling
table and machine and cooling
table and trimmer disconnected
Pushbutton contacts at trimmer not
working properly
Main trimmer disconnect Off
Interconnections between machine
and trimmer disconnected
Safety reset needs pressed

Fuse in trimmer electrical panel
blown
Safety door open
Door limit switch defective

Replace blown fuse.
Connect interconnections
between units
Test and replace if faulty
Turn trimmer On.
Connect interconnections
between units
• Check bulb and replace if
faulty
• Test Pushbutton and replace if
faulty
Replace fuse

Motor overload tripped
Motor starters tripped
Motor burned out
Power off

Close safety door
Test limit switch and replace if
faulty
Check safety switch alignment
and align if needed
Reset motor overload
Brake coil not energized
Repair or replace motor
Turn On power

Safety doors open
Drive motor overload tripped
Drive motor starters tripped
Drive belt broken
Obstruction in chain

Close safety doors
Reset motor overload
Reset motor starter
Replace drive belt
Remove obstruction

Door limit switch ajar

Conveyor doesn’t move

Solution
Turn On main breaker
Turn On external circuit
Turn On trimmer power
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Symptom/Problem
Trimmer is not removing
flash completely

Cycle time is too long

Container out of
alignment with trim
tooling
Platen does not move

Push-off/Blow-off not
operating or not blowing
bottles correctly
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Possible Cause
Trim tooling out of alignment
Trim platen is not extending far
enough

Solution
Realign trim tooling
Adjust trim platen extended
position sensor

Nest platen is returning before
trim tooling contacts flash
Excessive nest platen or trim
platen delays
Nest platen return position is too
far away from containers

Adjust trim or nest platen timer
delays to ensure proper timing
Adjust trim and nest platen delays
to ensure proper timing
Reposition the nest platen tie bar
shaft collars to provide minimal
clearance between bottles and
nest tooling. Readjust returned
position sensor to match.

Bottle position sensors out of
alignment
Trim tooling out of alignment
Plastic jammed around platens or
pneumatic cylinders
Low or no air pressure supplying
machine

Adjust position sensors to the
correct position
Realign trim tooling
Remove plastic and inspect

Blow solenoid not shifting
Improper settings for exit blow
duration and delay

Check pressure gauge located
below air manifold to ensure
proper pressure
Test and replace
Adjust timer settings
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